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Abstract— Broadcast and multicast operations which 

disseminate information network wide are important features in 

multi-hop wireless networks. This work shows how network 

coding can be applied in wireless in ad hoc networks. We focus on 

broadcast traffic and design a network coding-based scheme that 

we compare against simpler solutions, through extensive 

simulations. Our goal is to assess the performance of the proposed 

network coding scheme in wireless ad hoc networks in both 

realistic MAC and physical are considered and when mobility of 

nodes is considered as well. The performance analysis of the 

proposed network coding scheme on broadcasting traffic is 

strongly depends on the network node density and the generation 

size. Network coding brings no benefits to be implemented and 

run in sparse networks. On the other hand, network coding 

performs well and has significant gains in terms of end-to-end 

packet loss probability in dense networks. Moreover, achieved 

results show that the protocol delivers broadcast data reliably with 

minimal network overhead, by eliminating redundant data 

transmissions, even under adverse network conditions. 

 
Index Terms—Ad hoc networks, traffic broadcasting, 

network coding. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are continuously 

self-configuring mobile wireless networks where nodes 

organize and maintain the network by themselves without any 

on preexisting infrastructure to communicate. Broadcasting is 

a communication operation in which one node transferring a 

message to all recipients in the network simultaneously. 

Broadcasting is used in mobile ad hoc network with different 

aims such as broadcast control packets during route discovery 

to find a route to a particular node, broadcast a warning signal, 

broadcast topology update packets to perform service 

discovery, and to broadcast the user data packets. Flooding is 

the simplest method to implement broadcasting, where any 

node in the network forwards the message to every other node 

in the vicinity (to all neighbors) upon receiving the message 

for the first time. Flooding, is usually very costly, and leads to 

undesired effects such as broadcast storm problem: where 

straightforward broadcasting resulting in serious redundancy, 

contention, collision, and extra-power consumption [2]. 

Many broadcast sophisticated solution have been proposed in 

order to solve the above shortcomings, such as 

probabilistic-based [12], [2], neighbor knowledge-based [4], 

counter-based [2], location-based [2], and distance-based [2]. 

In this paper we consider the problem of broadcasting in a 

mobile ad hoc wireless network, and assessing the 

performance by using the proposed network coding scheme. 

This technique was given and introduced in [3], where 

network coding allows nodes to combine multiple packets 

into a single one before forwarding, such technique can 

indeed reduce the network overhead. Several papers, e.g.,[26] 

[10], [11],have been published to propose and fundamentally 

advance the area of network coding such as providing high 

reliability, bandwidth gains, reduced delays and better traffic 

distribution, such advances will lead to both load balancing 

and better energy efficiency. However, the earlier works have 

shown the benefits of network coding either via hypocritical 

studies, or simplified simulations tools and scenarios. In our 

work we analyze and study the performance of network 

coding using the realistic simulation tool ns-2 [19] in a 

realistic ad hoc environment and scenario. In our proposed 

network coding scheme, all nodes in the network (source node 

and intermediate nodes) combine native packets and encode 

them by using the random linear network coding before 

broadcasting them to all other downstream nodes. In our 

study, we compare and analyze the performance of the 

proposed network coding scheme against the other 

broadcasting schemes in comparison, namely simple flooding 

and differed broadcasting. The results of our preliminary 

study are reported in [6] [7] [8]. In this paper, in order to 

account for more realistic scenarios, we modeled the channel 

propagation through the Rayleigh distribution [9] which 

accounts for multipath effects and time varying channel 

conditions. Using realistic MAC and physical layers, we can 

observe and study the effects of packets loss probability and 

propagation delay on network coding. Certainly, firstly, a 

single packet loss at the receiver side will invalidate the 

encoded information, thus it has potential impact to cause 

multiple packet loss. Secondly, delay is due to many different 

factors in MANET, typically due to multihop communication 

in the network, the destination has to wait until it receives all 

packets that are encoded together, before performing the 

decoding. Finally, the source node has to buffer the packets 

coming from its application layer before encoding and 

broadcasting them to the downstream nodes. The impact of 

nodes mobility on the performance of the deployed 

algorithms is considered as well. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

In-order to improve the performance of network coding, 

many solutions have been proposed, in this section we focus 

on the proposed solutions to improve the efficiency of 

network coding in ad-hoc networks, especially for 

broadcasting traffic. A probabilistic based transmission 

approach [2], which is widely used; where a traffic source 

node broadcast messages, other nodes rebroadcasting 

messages with a certain probability. The advantage of this 

method in comparison to simple flooding, is reducing the 

overhead, in the contrary, it may lead to low delivery 

probability especially in sparsely connected nodes. In 

counter-based approach [2], a node broadcast a message 

based on the number of received copies of the broadcast 

message. In distance-based scheme [2], a node decides 

whether to rebroadcast a message or not, based on the 

distance between the node and the previous sender. This 

scheme, promote neighboring nodes who are located far from 

the sender to rebroadcast the messages. In [4] the authors 

enhance the previous work in [2], by adaptively adjusting the 

probability of transmission or delay timer by taking local 

connectivity information into account. Similarly, in [5], the 

rebroadcast probability is dynamically calculated based on 

the number of neighbor nodes of every host. However, local 

connectivity knowledge is hard to maintain especially in a 

mobile environment. Many solutions have been proposed for 

broadcasting in network coding, where [14], only subset of 

nodes are selected as forwarders, which performs network 

coding functionality, more over in such scheme, a forwarder 

can decide not to forward the packet as it learns, via 

promiscuous mode, that all its neighbors have received the 

packet. Although, the proposed scheme in [14] has better 

performance, it is depends on the neighboring exchanged 

information, and on the pruning algorithm as presented in [15], 

which may increase the overhead significantly and add more 

complexity relative to other probabilistic proposed schemes. 

A network coding re-transmission scheme based on the 

randomized broadcast is proposed in [16], where network 

coding parameter are selected and tuned for grid topology to 

increase the packet delivery ratio in comparison to simple 

flooding. However, such benefits can be only in dense 

network, where the loss probability is due to high collisions 

rate. Moreover, [17] analysis the impact of IEEE 

802.11-based MAC protocols on the performance of 

broadcasting in network coding scheme. Moreover, the 

authors in [18] analyzed the performance of network coding 

for broadcast communications and evaluated the obtained 

gain in different typologies using network coding, with 

different offered loads. However, till now the majority of 

works on network coding are theoretical frameworks and 

analytical studies. As an example, the study conducted in [27] 

tried to answer the question of how much network coding 

coupled with wireless broadcasting may potentially improve 

the performance in terms of throughput and energy efficiency 

in multihop networks. They analytically prove that in the case 

of a square random deployed wireless networks, when the 

intermediate nodes perform network coding with 

broadcasting, the throughput benefit ratio of the coding 

scheme, defined as the ratio between the throughput capacity 

of the coding scheme to the throughput capacity of 

non-coding scheme, is expected to be proportional to the 

average number of neighbors. Conversely, in practice they 

have shown that a constant factor of improvement in 

throughput can be achieved. Moreover, the authors derive the 

boundaries for such improvement factor, which roughly has a 

value of 2. In [29] authors show that the theoretical upper 

bounds of the coding gain derived by the study carried out in 

[27], by constructing best-case coding scenarios, can be far 

from achievable in case of general topologies and traffic 

patterns. Apart from the aforementioned metrics, a 

fundamental key performance in realistic cases is the 

maximum number of packets that can be encoded together by 

any intermediate node in each transmission referred to as 

encoding number. Both studies in [28] and [30] dealt with this 

issue, showing that the encoding number is quite small, at 

most 5, and in most cases, only 2 to 4. Based on our 

knowledge, only few works exists for practical network 

coding scenarios using realistic network simulators e.g., [17], 

[23]. Thus, our goal is to study and analyze the performance 

of network coding based broadcast communications by using 

the realistic simulation tool NS-2. Furthermore, we 

implement our proposed network coding scheme that does not 

need any knowledge and corporation between their two-hop 

neighbors; we compare our proposed network coding scheme, 

against both simple flooding and deferred broadcasting 

scheme, the later scheme is proposed in [13]. The proposed 

random linear network coding is deeply described and 

discussed in our earlier work[1], where we described in 

details the network coding operations and implementations, 

however, the other broadcasting schemes in comparison also 

described in our earlier work. 

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

A. Simulation Settings 

To evaluate the performance of the proposed network 

coding scheme, which is in ns-2 simulator? We used the IEEE 

802.11 protocol at the MAC layer with the 1 Mbps data rate. 

Further configurations and considerations are stated below: 

1) One node is selected to be a source of data, which 

generates at the application layer a CBR traffic, 

where all packets have the same size of 1000 bytes, 

with a fixed traffic rate set to 50 kbps. 

2) The Network Coding buffer NC is set to one second, 

which represents the maximum buffering timeout. 

To analyze the performance of network coding based 

broadcast, we collect two kinds of results. The first set of 

results are derived by considering 100 static nodes uniformly 

distributed and deployed within a squared area of 100 × 100 

m. This set of results and discussion about them are shown in 

our earlier work [1]. An addition metric is introduced (namely 

early decoding gain) for analysis the network coding 
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performance on static nodes. Also two encoding policies 

(x1-encoding and x2-ecoding) are defined and introduced. 

The second set of results are computed by considering in 

the same area 100 nodes which move according to the 

well-known and widely used Random Waypoint Model, RWP, 

[21]. At the beginning of a simulation, the Random Waypoint 

mobility model randomly places the nodes within the 

predefined simulation area. Every mobile node begins by 

staying in one location for a certain period of time (i.e., a 

pause time). Once this time expires, it chooses a random 

destination in the simulation area and a speed that is uniformly 

distributed between (minspeed, maxspeed). The mobile node 

then travels toward the newly chosen destination at the 

selected speed. Upon arrival, the node pauses for the specified 

pause time before starting the process again. At the end of the 

pause time, it selects a new destination and speed combination, 

and then resumes movement. Specifically, in our simulations 

the speed of the mobile nodes is uniformly chosen between 0 

and 2 m/s. Both the well-known Two-ray Ground Model, 

which accounts for near-ideal propagation conditions, and the 

Rayleigh fading model [22], which models realistic 

propagation conditions, by accounting for multipath effects 

and time-varying channel conditions, are used as propagation 

models. We perform our analysis through simulations, 

assuming nodes with homogeneous transmission range and 

deployed on a bounded area. Such configurations lead to the 

well-known border effect problem [20]. Moreover, it is clear 

that when adding mobility such as RWP model, the nodes 

distribution will not be uniform. A node most likely to be in 

the center of the area. In order to eliminate the effects of nodes 

in the border, both in static and mobile configurations, we 

introduced a simple modification to our reference topology. 

We calculate the node’s transmission range, Tx, to get the 

specific neighborhood size. Then, a new topology is 

considered by increasing simulation area sides by a distance 

equal to Tx. By knowing the latter value and the area for the 

new deployed topology, we calculate the number of nodes to 

be uniformly distributed in the new area achieving the same 

previously considered neighborhood size. For our statistics 

we consider only the 100 nodes which are located in the 

center of the topology and are almost distributed within an 

area of 100 × 100 m. Figure 1 shows the network topology we 

built by considering the border effects. It should be noticed 

that any new node added to the network topology has the same 

functionality like others even though it is not considered in the 

statistics computation. 

 
Fig 1 Simulation topology, considering the border effects 

 

Different metrics have been used to assess the broadcast 

schemes, namely; packet loss probability, end to end E2E 

delivery delay, transmission fairness, and the protocol 

overhead. More in details, the last metric is defined as the 

ratio between the total numbers of bytes transmitted by all 

nodes in the scenario including the source to the total number 

of bytes generated at the application layer of the source node. 

Such metric can be used as an indicator of the energy 

consumption for the broadcast scheme by the entire network 

nodes, since the protocol overhead metric counts the total 

number of bytes to transmit the packet. The simulation output 

data are averaged over 5 runs with different seed numbers, 

and random distributions of network typologies. 

B. Simulation Results 

The performance of the proposed network coding scheme is 

represented in this sub-section, where we consider different 

values of the generation sizes, namely s = 2, 3, 4, the results 

are showed and discussed against the other broadcasting 

schemes in comparison; which are the simple flooding and the 

deferred broadcast. Moreover, for an in-depth analysis of the 

main features of the network coding technique, we vary the 

number of encoding operations made by intermediate nodes 

to be either once or twice per generation. Static nodes under 

the two-ray ground propagation. We start by looking at the 

results achieved in a static scenario, when the two-ray ground 

propagation model is considered. The packet delivery delay 

metric, which is an averaged value, is defined as the time 

elapsed from the instant the packet being generated at the 

source side, till it being received at the destination node, is 

depicted in Figure 2. We can observe that the delay decreases 

as the number of neighbor nodes increases (due to the increase 

of the radio range), it is clear that wider radio range yields to 

fewer hops, thus it cause lower delay. 

With focus on the network coding performances, we define 

an additional metric, the early decoding gain, which is defined 

as the ratio between the average number of packets that are 

only decoded due to the early decoding operation, to the 

average number of packets that are decoded due to both an 

early decoding and a full rank decoding operations. Such a 

metric shows how much the early decoding operation can 

improve the packet delivery performance. By looking at 

Figure 3 we can notice that for neighborhood size greater than 

8, the higher is the generation size, the higher is the gain. This 

is because the use of a higher generation size, by reducing the 

number of innovative packets, reduces the probability that 

nodes will receive all innovative packets in a given 

generation. Therefore, nodes are hindered to perform a full 

rank decoding, and the use of the early decoding enables to 

decode more packets. 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3975812_How_to_achieve_a_connected_ad_hoc_network_with_homogeneous_range_assignment_an_analytical_study_with_consideration_of_border_effects?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8e12b6ec-68a9-48d7-a61b-423667499854&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI3ODAzODAwNztBUzoyMzk2NDA4NjcyNDE5ODRAMTQzNDE0NjI0MzUxMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/2413838_A_Performance_Comparison_of_Multi-Hop_Wireless_Ad_Hoc_Network_Routing_Protocols?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8e12b6ec-68a9-48d7-a61b-423667499854&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI3ODAzODAwNztBUzoyMzk2NDA4NjcyNDE5ODRAMTQzNDE0NjI0MzUxMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/3874553_Efficient_simulation_of_Ricean_fading_within_a_packet_simulator?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-8e12b6ec-68a9-48d7-a61b-423667499854&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzI3ODAzODAwNztBUzoyMzk2NDA4NjcyNDE5ODRAMTQzNDE0NjI0MzUxMA==
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Fig 2 Packet delivery delay based on the neighborhood size 

 
Fig 3 Early Decoding Gain as a function of the neighborhood 

size 

In low dense network, i.e., neighborhood size is equal to 4, 

and when generation size is equal to 4, probability as well. 

Thus, source neighbors are able to receive the broadcasted 

packets (by the source) correctly, and they will be able to 

perform the full rank decoding. Moreover, they have a higher 

chance to perform the full rank decoding as compared to other 

nodes in the network. In fact, the other non-isolated nodes in 

the sparse network may get advantage from an early decoding 

by retrieving some innovative packets from the partially 

received innovative encoded packets in a given generation. 

However, the total number of decoded packets which are 

retrieved and decoded by full rank decoding is extremely high 

compared to those ones which may be retrieved under an early 

decoding operation. The above statement explains the lower 

values of gain experienced for neighborhood size equal to 4 

and 8. On the other hand, the increase of the neighborhood 

size will decrease the gain, because nodes have more chances 

to receive enough innovative packets to perform a full rank 

decoding. We do not show the results obtained when adding 

mobility or changing the propagation model, because they are 

qualitatively equivalent for the analysis. Mobile nodes 

against static nodes scenario under two-ray ground 

propagation. We will continue by comparing the 

performances of simple flooding and network coding-based 

scheme in static and mobile scenarios. By looking at Figure 4, 

we can notice that mobility slightly increases the end-to-end 

delay. 

 
Fig 4 Packet delivery delay based on the neighborhood size 

 

This can be explained as follows. Differently from a static 

wireless multihop network, where an isolated node fails in 

receiving any information from nearby nodes, and, in turn, 

fails in rebroadcasting a packet, which become useless for 

communication with all other nodes, while in a mobile 

scenario, an isolated node can contribute in the 

communication and it can receive packets when it moves in 

the transmission range of other node, or when other nodes 

passes by. This allows increasing the packet delivery, but at 

the same time this might because a higher packet delivery 

delay, as already noticed in [24]. In very sparse network the 

mobility has a positive effect on connectivity, whereas in 

dense network the situation becomes the opposite [25]. Such a 

trend is noticed for flooding performances and it is witnessed 

by the lower values of packet loss probability achieved in 

sparse network with respect to the static scenario. Conversely, 

for high dense networks losses increase with respect to static 

scenario, see Figure 5. 

 
Fig 5 Packet loss probability based on the neighborhood size 

 

As for the static nodes scenario, the minimum value of 

packet loss is experienced for flooding scheme under medium 

density conditions, where the number of neighbor is high 

enough to ensure a good connectivity level and low enough to 

hinder the occurrence of collisions. Network coding can 

benefit of mobility as well, but only for high values of 

generation size and neighborhood size, as well. Indeed, when 

network coding-based broadcasting is applied with generation 

size equal to 4, the intermediate nodes are required to wait 

more time to get all native packets within a given generation 

or till buffer is timed out before forming any possible random 
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combination. Thanks to the node movements, nodes have 

chances to receive more packets within their waiting time. 

Instead, when only two packets are encoded together per 

generation, network coding cannot benefit of the mobility of 

nodes, since the waiting times before the encoding procedure 

are significantly shorter than in case of generation size equal 

to 4. Again, starting from neighborhood size equal to 20, 

broadcasting based on network coding with generation size 

equal to 2, outperforms simple flooding. The positive effect of 

mobility on the connectivity of the network is witnessed by 

the higher values of overhead and fairness with respect to 

static scenarios for neighborhood size equal to 4, see Figure 6 

and Figure 7. 

 
Fig 6 Protocol overhead based on the neighborhood size 

 

 
Fig 7 Fairness index based on the neighborhood size 

 

For higher values of neighborhood size, mobility does not 

affect the values of the overhead and fairness metric, which 

present the same trends already seen for the static scenario. 

Effect of encoding policy. In our scheme we consider both 

cases when intermediate nodes can perform encoding only 

once or twice over the same generation. For the sake of 

notation we refer to the first policy as x1-encoding, and to the 

second one as x2-encoding. The x2-encoding policy can bring 

more benefits as compared to x1-encoding policy. However, 

we notice such a gain only in terms of packet delivery and for 

high generation sizes, see Figure 8 and Figure 9. Indeed, 

negligible losses are achieved. 

 
Fig 8 Packet delivery delay based on the neighborhood size 

 
Fig 9 Packet loss probability based on the neighborhood size 

 

Instead, for generation size equal to 2, the behavior of 

x1-encoding is similar to the one exhibited by simple 

flooding, but slightly worse. 

 
Fig 10 Protocol overhead based on the neighborhood size 

 

As we can expect, the benefits are achieved at the expenses 

of higher overhead values which are almost doubled, with 
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respect to x1-encoding, Figure 10. Notwithstanding, the 

network resources required by network coding-based 

broadcasting are again lower than the one exhibited by the 

flooding policy. No remarkable differences are noticed for the 

fairness metric with respect to the x1-encoding policy, Figure 

11. 

 
Fig 11 Fairness index based on the neighborhood size 

 

 
Fig 12 Packet delivery delay based on the neighborhood size 

 

Mobile nodes against static nodes scenarios under 

Rayleigh propagation. The overall performances of the 

evaluation metrics under the Rayleigh propagation scenario 

do not substantially change with mobility, as already noticed 

for the two-ray ground model. By looking at Figure 12 we can 

observe that mobility slightly increases the packet delivery 

delay for all the deployed schemes. Reasons are the same 

already discussed when comparing static and mobile 

scenarios, under the two-ray ground propagation model. As 

regards the packet loss probability, Figure 13, differently 

from the behavior exhibited by flooding under two-ray 

ground propagation, where mobility increases the 

connectivity for sparse network and adversely affects the 

packet delivery for dense network, the coupling of mobility 

and harsh realistic propagation conditions results in an 

inverse trend. 

 
Fig 13 Packet loss probability based on the neighborhood size 

 

 
Fig 14 Protocol overhead based on the neighborhood size 

 

Indeed, for low density scenarios mobility of nodes is not 

enough to cope with channel-induced losses, thus, the mobile 

scenario exhibits higher packet loss probability with respect 

to the static one. 

 
Fig 15 Fairness index based on the neighborhood size 

 

For the near-ideal two-ray ground propagation model, we 

have seen that for high value of neighborhood size, mobility 

contributes in increasing the connectivity degree, this 

resulting in a more congested network, where packet loss 

probability is high mostly due to collisions. Conversely, when 

considering the Rayleigh propagation model, the better 

connectivity provided by the mobility of nodes, is able to 

counteract channel-induced losses, while simultaneously 

keeping low the collision events. 
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For network coding-based broadcast with generation size 

equal to 4, as for the two-ray ground propagation model, 

mobility has a positive impact on the delivery ratio. Again, for 

small generation size equal to 2, almost the same behavior is 

recorded for both settings, mobile and static one. No 

remarkable differences between static and mobile scenarios 

are experienced by the overhead and fairness metric, as shown 

in Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

The performance analysis of the introduced network 

coding-based scheme reveals that the generation size and the 

network density are the main factors that dominates on the 

performance of the network coding approach under study. 

Network coding has a better performance relative to other 

schemes in comparison in terms of protocol overhead and 

end-to-end packet loss probability just for dense network with 

large neighborhood size with small generation size under 

x1-encoding policy. On the contrary, in smaller neighborhood 

size, the x2-encoding policy has better performance. The 

protocol is able to reliably deliver broadcast packets even 

under adverse network conditions. The impact of mobility of 

network coding is evaluated as well. Results show that 

mobility can help in lowering the packet loss probability for 

high value of generation size. As future work, we intend to 

study the Performance of network coding in ad hoc network 

multipath routing protocols. 
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